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Dans I’hypothese dune anisotropie azimutale induite par les fractures, nous revisons la theorie et developpons des methodes de traitement pour retrouver I’orientation et la densite de la fracture a partir
de donnees sur les fonds sous-marins a composantes multiples.
Les variations azimutales d’amplitude PP, la vitesse de move-out
et le move-out d’intervalle presentent des variations elliptiques
dans un milieu azimutalement anisotrope. Ceci peut servir a determiner I’azimut de la fracture et a et6 v&if@ sur des donnees
reelles. Mais les effets sur les ondes P interviennent seulement
sur des azimuts multiples et d’autres facteurs en compliquent
I’analyse. Ceci limite dans une certaine mesure I’application de
I’analyse des ondes P. L’analyse des ondes PS peut de ce fait
s’averer tres utile. Pour des ondes PS dont la propagation est
proche de la verticale, la polarisation et la difference de temps de
propagation des ondes transversales permettent une mesure
directe de I’orientation et de I’intensite de la fracturation. Pour une
acquisition en 2D ou le profil est parallele au cable recepteur, une
methode optimale est proposee pour determiner I’azimut de la
fracture a partir de I’azimut de polarisation de I’onde transversale
rapide. La methode utilise I’analyse des rotations et suppose que
les ondes transversales rapides et lentes ont des formes d’onde
similaires. Pour une geometric transversale en 3D oh le profil est
perpendiculaire au cable recepteur, deux methodes de determination sont proposees. La premiere repose sur le changement de
polarite et la diminution de I’amplitude dans les regroupements
azimutaux de la composante geophonique transversale. La
seconde methode implique une rotation de paires orthogonales de
regroupements azimutaux du recepteur-source. L’azimut de polarisation que I’on a determine permet ensuite de dissocier les ondes
transversales rapides et lentes dans les regroupements de
champs directs pour estimer le temps de propagation.
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Assuming fracture-induced azimuthal anisotropy, we review the
theory and develop processing methods for recovering the fracture
orientation and density from multicomponent sea-floor data.
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The azimuthal variations in PP amplitude, normal move-out
velocity, and interval move-out show elliptical variations in an
azimuthally anisotropic medium. This can be used to determine the
fracture strike of the medium and has been verified from real data.
However, the P-wave effects only occur with multi-azimuths, and
are often complicated by other factors. This limits the application of
P-wave analysis to some extent. Analysis of PS waves may thus
prove to be beneficial. For near vertical propagating PS waves, the
polarization and time delay of the shear-waves provide a direct
measurement of the fracture orientation and intensity. For a 2D
acquisition where the survey line is along the receiver cable, an
optimum method is proposed for determining the fracture strike
from the polarization azimuth of the fast shear-wave. The method
uses rotation analysis and assumes that the fast and slow shearwaves have similar waveforms. For a 3D cross geometry where
the survey line is perpendicular to the receiver cable, two
deterministic methods are proposed. The first one is based on the
polarity change and amplitude dimming in the azimuthal gathers of
the transverse-geophone component. The second one involves a
rotation of orthogonal pairs of source-receiver azimuthal gathers.
The determined polarization azimuth can then be used to separate
the fast and slow shear waves in the inline-shooting gathers for
time-delay estimation.

TEORiA RELATIVA A LAS ONDAS PP Y PS POR
ANlSOTROPiA AZIMUTAL TOMANDO COMO PUNT0
DE PARTIDA LOS DATOS RELATIVOS A LOS FONDOS
SUBMARINOS DE COMPONENTES MULTIPLES
Situandose en la hipotesis de una anisotropia azimutal inducida de
una fractura, el autor ha revisado la teoria y desarrollado metodos
de procesamiento para restablecer la orientation y la densidad de
la fractura tomando coma punto de partida 10s da& relativos a 10s
fondos submarinos de componentes multiples.

INTRODUCTION
With the advent of multicomponent sea-floor seismic
technology, the study of mode converted shear-waves
has become increasingly common in the industry. The
mode converted wave retains the benefit of both P- and
S-wave surveys (Li et al., 1996) and offers the potential
for more cost-effective reservoir characterization and
monitoring. However, due to the asymmetrical ray path,
processing and interpreting mode-converted waves
requires more effort than single-mode P- and S-waves.
For anisotropy analysis, there are additional difficulties
in determining the polarization of the fast split shearwave, compared with multicomponent land shear-wave
data.
Crampin (198 1) gave a fundamental review of wave
propagation in anisotropic media, and the effects of
anisotropy examined in his paper are mainly illustrated
from numerical solutions. Thomsen (1986, 1988)
presented these effects within the context of exploration
geophysics, and introduced some analytical formulations of these effects under the assumption of weak
anisotropy. Recently, Tsvankin (1996) gave a complete
review of the effects of P-wave propagation in a
transversely isotropic medium with a vertical symmetry
axis (TIV) and illustrated the effects mainly from
approximate analytical solutions.

Las variaciones azimutales de amplitud PP, la velocidad normal
de desplazamiento y el desplazamiento intermedio presentan
variaciones elipticas en un medio azimutalmente anisotropo. Esto
puede servir para determinar el impact0 de la fractura del medio y se
ha verificado por utilization de datos reales. Pero 10s efectos de las
ondas P unicamente intervienen en el case de desplazamientos
suficientemente amplios de azimuts multiples y de otros factores que
vienen a complicar el analisis. En cierto modo, todo ello limita la
aplicacion del analisis de las ondas P. Por ello, el analisis de las
ondas PS puede resultar sumamente util a este respecto. Para las
ondas PS, cuya propagation es cercana de la vertical, la
polarization y el tiempo de propagation de las ondas transversales
permiten obtener una medicion directa de la orientation y de la
intensidad de la fractura. Para una localization en 2D en la cual el
trazado es paralelo al cable receptor, se propone un metodo optima
para determinar el impact0 de la fractura tomando coma punto de
partida el azimut de polarization de la onda transversal rapida. En
este metodo se aplica el analisis de las rotaciones suponiendo que
las ondas transversales rapidas y lentas son de forma similar. Para
una geometria transversal en 3D en cuyo case el trazado es
perpendicular al cable receptor, se proponen dos metodos de
determination. El primer0 se funda en el cambio de polaridad, la
disminucion de la amplitud en las reagrupaciones azimutales de la
componente geofonica transversal. El Segundo metodo presupone
una rotation de pares ortogonales de reagrupaciones azimutales del
receptor-fuente. El azimut de polarization que se ha determinado
permite, acto seguido, disociar las ondas transversales rapidas y
lentas en las reagrupaciones de campos directos para evaluar el
tiempo de propagation.

In this paper, I examine some of the fundamental
aspects for both PP and PS waves propagating in
fracture-induced transversely anisotropic media with a
horizontal symmetry axis (TIH). I also study the
amplitude behaviour and velocity effects for P-waves,
and the polarization direction and time delay for PS
waves. All these effects are expressed in analytical
forms under the assumption of weak anisotropy, which
provides some insights into the various dependencies,
and allows the development of processing algorithms to
extract these effects from multicomponent seismic data.
Although I have formulated these algorithms in the
context of sea-floor recording, the concepts can also be
applied to other forms of acquisition geometry, such as
walkway VSPs, and vertical cable seismics.
The effects of azimuthal anisotropy for P-waves are
relatively well known. For amplitude effects, there are
Lefeuvre (1994), Mallic et al. (1996), Lynn et al.
(1996), Rtiger (1996), Li and Mavko (1996), MacBeth
et al. (1997), and among others. For velocity and moveout effects, there are Sena (1991), Li and Crampin
(1993), Tsvankin (1995), Grechka and Tsvankin (1996),
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Corrigan et al. (1996), Li (1997) and among others.
However, the effect of azimuthal anisotropy on PS
wave amplitudes is not well understood. Li et al.
(1996) first presented the PS AVO equations for
anisotropic media, and they conclude that PS AVO and
its azimuthal variations may be more sensitive to
fractures. In contrast, The variations of PS wave
polarizations and time delays are better understood
arising from SS studies. For near-vertical propagations,
the polarization of the fast shear-wave is parallel to the
fracture strike, and the time delay between the two split
shear-waves is proportional to the fracture density.
In the following sections, I will present the basic
theory, compare the AVO responses of PP and PS
waves and review P-wave processing methods for a
fractured-induced TIH medium. This is followed by
development of PS wave processing methods for
estimating the fracture strike and density.

between the fracture strike and the survey line. These
forrn the basis from which one can start to evaluate and
understand the effects of fractured-induced azimuthal
anisotropy.
Apart from the elastic constants (l), there are also
other sets of parameters for describing the fractured
TIH medium in the literature. For example, Hudson
(1981) used geometric parameters such as fracture
density, aspect ratio and fracture contents; Shoenberg
and Douma (1988) introduced fracture compliances for
a more general representation. In the other hand,
Thomsen (1986) proposed a set of parameters which
are linked to practical seismic measurements. Next I
will introduce the Thomsen parameters and the Hudson
fracture parameters, and establish the link between
them. Some basic velocity effects will also be
discussed. Note that the Thomsen parameters will be
used to illustrate the effects of fracture-induced
azimuthal anisotropy throughout the paper.

1 BASIC THEORY

1.1 Thomsen and Fracture Parameters

A medium containing aligned vertical fractures gives
rise to transverse isotropy with a horizontal axis of
symmetry (TIH). This is the simplest form of azimuthal
anisotropy with only five elastic constants, and is the
main subject of this paper. In the natural coordinate
system, containing the fracture normal and strike, and
the vertical axis, the stiffness tensor of this TIH
medium can be written as:

Following Thomsen (1986), for the TIH medium
described by the elastic constants (l), the Thomsen
parameters are defined as:
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Note that the original Thomsen parameters are
defined for a TIV medium, and there is a 90” rotation
(a bond transform, Winterstein 1990) from TIH to TIV.
Also note that a simplified 6 is defined here, which is
the first order approximation of the original 6
(Thomsen 1993, and Sayers 1995).
Assume the TIH medium is obtained by fracturing
an isotropic background medium with P-velocity vpO
and S-velocity vsO For fracture characterization, one
may wish to link the Thomsen parameters directly to
the fracture parameters such as the fracture density cd,
aspect ratio Ear, and fluid contents vf (the compression
velocity of the fluid inside the fractures). Using
Hudson’s (198 1) model for thin fractures, the Thomsen

Often a seismic survey line is at an oblique angle to
the fracture strike, and the fracture strike and the
fracture density need to be determined from the
acquired data. The wavefield in the acquired data is
governed by a new stiffness tensor under the
acquisition coordinate system. The relationship
between this new stiffness tensor and the stiffness
tensor (1) above is defined by a Bond transformation
(Winterstein, 1990). The new stiffness tensor can be
obtained by rotating the vertical fracture system
clockwise about the vertical axis with the angle
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parameters may be expressed in terms of the fracture
parameters as (Li, 1997), to the first order:
2
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2 PP AND PS AVO ANALYSIS:
A COMPARISON
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One basic anisotropic effect is the P-wave velocity
variations with incidence angle and azimuth. For the
above TIH medium, assume a seismic survey line at an
azimuthal angle <p to the fracture strike. Consider a
P-wave propagating in the vertical acquisition plane. At
incidence (ray) angle i measured from the vertical,
ignoring ray deviations for weak anisotropy, the P-wave
group velocity v,(i, cp) can be written as (Sena 199 1):
v&i, cp>l= vpo [ 1 + (6 - 2E) sin2 cp sin2 i
+ (E - 6) sin4 <p sin4 i]

4V:O

V2PO

(7)

Following the convention of Aki and Richards
(1980), I use i and j as the average propagation angles
of the upper and lower media for P and S, respectively.
I assume the TIH media are obtained by fracturing
isotropic background media, and use VP0 and VSo as the
average P- and S-velocities of the upper and lower
background isotropic media.
In the vertical plane perpendicular to the fracture
strike, the reflection coefficients rpp, and rps can be
written as below (Li, Ktihnel and MacBeth, 1996), to
the first order of the Thomsen parameters, where

1
1
SViO
(r2 - y,) sin2 i - - (E2 -&I> sin2 i tan2 i
+T 6,-6,-2E2+2E1+~
2
V2PO
I
i

rPs = rPso +

-

Here, I present the analytical approximations for the
PP and PS AVO responses in fractured media in terms
of Thomsen parameters. I also carry out a detailed
numerical modelling of the PP and PS AVO responses
for fractured-chalk and gas-sand reservoirs for a range
of fracture parameters (fracture density Ed, aspect ratio
E,, and fluid content), with a view to improve the
understanding of the sensitivity and limitations of the
AVO signatures.
2.1 Analytical Approximations

1.2 P-Wave Velocity Variation

rPP = rPPo

where E and 6 are the Thomsen parameters, as defined
in Equation (2), and vpo is the background velocity.
Equation (7) can also be derived from the original
equations of Crampin (1981) by using the stiffness
tensor under the acquisition coordinate system.
Equation (7) forms the basis for normal move-out
(nmo) velocity and interval move-out analysis.

sin i
(y2 - yl) cos i cos j + (6, - 6, - 2E2 + 2E1) sin2 i
2 c o s j! VP0

(8)
,

(9)

(y2 - yl) sin2 i + 2(E2 - El - S2 + t$) sin4 i

(10)
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Q, $ and yk (k = 1,2) are the Thomsen parameters for
the upper (k = l), and lower (k = 2) medium, respectively; rppo and rpSo are the reflection coefficients in
the vertical plane parallel to the fracture strike, and
are the same as the isotropic reflectivities of the
background media.
To examine the effects of anisotropy, I consider the
AVO gradient (sin2 i) and the near-offset (cos i cos j)
terms only. (Note that when referred to various terms
for rps, the common factor sin ilcos j outside the
bracket are excluded for simplicity). Substituting
Equation (10) into Equation (9) and ignoring the higher
order term of sin2 i gives (11) and (12).
Equations (1) and (2) are only valid in the vertical
symmetry plane perpendicular to the fracture and are
independent of azimuth. Despite this, the differential
reflectivity between the planes perpendicular and
parallel to the fracture strike (rpp - rppo, and rps - rpSo)
may give some indications of the magnitudes of the
azimuthal variations.
Some immediate observations can be drawn from
the first two equations. Firstly, the effects of anisotropy
on the AVO response of both PP and PS waves are of
first order and cannot be ignored. Secondly, the
anisotropy affects the PS waves more than the
PP wave, through the near-offset term cos i cos j,
indicating that the PS AVO response and its differential
variations (rpS - rpSo) are more sensitive to anisotropy,
or fracturing, than the PP AVO response and its
differential variations (rpp - rppo). Thirdly, a smaller

rPP = rPPo

2.2 Numerical Modelling
I consider two typical models from the North sea:
one is a chalk-fractured reservoir model (Fig. l), and
the other is a traditional shale over gas sand model
(Fig. 2). Chalk reservoirs usually have low/high
impedance contrast for the top interface. Whereas the
bottom interface may have either a low/high, or
high/low impedance contrast. In this case, I compare
the AVO responses for both the top and the bottom
interfaces. For shale over gas sand, I only compare the
responses for the top interface.

p = 2.35 g/cm

p = 2.08 g/cm

VP = 2 5 6 3 m / s
v* = 994 m/s

CLAYSTONE

VP = 2 9 0 3 m / s

CHALK A

vs = 983 m/s
p = 2.2 g/cm

VP = 3 1 7 4 m / s
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Vs = 1326 m/s
Figure 1
A fractured-chalk model from the North Sea.
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angular coverage may be required to reveal the effects
of the PS AVO response because of the presence of the
near-offset term (cos i cos j).

(11)
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p = 2.3 g/cm

p = 2.19 g/cm

response shows significant variations in the near
offset, while variations in the PP AVO response can
only be identified in the far offset (Fig. 4).
These modelling results, particularly item 3 above,
broadly agree with the observations from the analytical
approximations in the previous section (e.g. the second
observation).

VP = 3 0 4 8 m / s
Vs = 1574 m/s

SHALE

VP = 2183 m/s

GAS SAND

Vs = 1 5 0 2 m / s
Figure 2
A typical fractured gas-sand model.

3 AZIMUTHAL P-WAVE ANALYSIS:
A REVIEW

During the numerical calculations, the maximum
incidence angle is set to 50”. The modelling reveals:
1) For the models studied here, the PP AVO response
appears to be elliptical for the top interface, but nonelliptical for the bottom interface (Fig. 3). This is
also true for the PS AVO response (Fig. 3).
2) Changing of aspect ratio and fracture density has
more influence on the P-AVO response from the
bottom interface than that from the top (Fig. 3).
However, the opposite is true for the PS wave.
3) Overall, the PS AVO response is more sensitive to
fracturing, than the PP AVO response (Figures 3
and 4), both in terms of azimuthal variation and
offset variation (Fig. 4). In particular, the PS AVO

TOP
PP

Here, I examine the azimuthal variation of P-wave
amplitude, velocity and move-out in fractured media.
All these effects are expressed in analytical form under
the assumption of weak anisotropy, which enables
some understanding of various dependencies, and
allows the development of processing algorithms to
extract these effects from multicomponent seismic data.
3.1 P-Wave Amplitude
When the survey line is at an oblique angle from
the fracture strike, the vertical acquisition plane is a

BOTTOM
PS

PP

PS

E,, = 0.01
&d = 0.05

E,, = 0.01
&d = 0.10

Figure 3
0.098

0.049
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Comparison of PP and PS reflection
coeffients for the chalk model in Figure 1
with oil-filled fractures. E,, is the aspect
ratio, and Ed is the fractured density. The
numbers in the bracket such as (0.01,
-0.01, 0.05) represent the Thomsen
parameters (E, 6, r), respectively.
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PP

PS

Tight sand
(isotropic)

Gas sand
(isotropic)

0.300
0.225
Fractured
gas sand
&,r = 0.01
&d = 0.10
(0.20, 0.28, 0.10)

0.168

Figure 4
Fractured
gas sand
E,, = 0.01
&d = 0.15
(0.30, 0.36, 0.15)

Comparison of PP and PS reflection coeffients
for the gas-sand in Figure 2. E,, is the aspect
ratio, and Ed is the fractured density. The
numbers in the bracket such as (0.20, 0.28,
0.10) represent the Thomsen parameters (E, 6,
y), respectively.

non-symmetry plane. Wave propagation in this plane
is coupled and strictly speaking, analytical and explicit
equations to describe amplitude variations accurately
in this plane do not exist, particularly for mode
conversion and for shear-waves. Despite this, for weak
anisotropy, ignoring ray deviation, approximate
equations can still be derived, particularly for
PP waves. One of the ways to derive these equations
is to use the elastic tensor under the acquisition
coordinate system.
Various forms of approximations for azimuthal
variations of PP reflections have been reported
(Rtiger, 1996; Li and Mavko, 1996). However for
regions of interests (incidence angle beyond 15”),
as shown by the authors, accuracy of these approximations is greatly reduced. One particularly useful
aspect predicted by these approximations is the
azimuthal variation of PP reflection for fixed offset.

For a fixed offset with sufficiently large offsets, the
reflection amplitude as a function of source-receiver
azimuth (<p), as measured from the fracture strike, has
the following form approximately:
R&p) = A + B cos2tp

(13)

where A and B are constants.
Mallick et al. (1996) first presented Equation (13) as
an empirical expression from numerical modelling, and
applied it to 3D land data to quantify the fracture strike.
Following Mallick et al. (1996), Lynn et al. and
MacBeth et al. (1997) also applied this to real data.
Equation (13) forms the basis for azimuthal P-AVO
analysis.
3.2 P-wave Normal Move-out Velocity
Assume the TIH medium, as defined by Equations
(1) and (2), containing a single horizontal reflector. The
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short spread normal move-out (nmo) velocity v,,, for a
given ray at azimuth cp measured from the fracture
strike can be written as (Sena 1991):
V ,2,,(q)

Extrapolated
source

Receiver

= vi0 [ 1 + 2( 6 - 2E) sin2 cp]
(14)

= C + D sin2 cp
This leads to:
vfmo( <p) =

Vet, cos2 cp + v,“,,( 90’) sin2 <p (15)

where v,,~ (0) is the nmo velocity at azimuth parallel to
the fracture strike and v,,, (90”) is the nmo velocity at
azimuth perpendicular to the fracture strike.
Equation (14) has a similar form as the P-wave
azimuthal AVO Equation (13), and Equation (15)
reveals a simple elliptical variation of the nmo velocity
along the azimuthal direction. Thus, it is possible to
recover the fracture strike from the move-out velocities
measured from the different survey lines with
difference azimuths, as shown in Sena (199 1) using
synthetic data, and in Corrigan et al. (1996) using a real
data example. Depending on known numbers of
parameters, it usually requires three azimuthal
measurements to recover the fracture strike.
Grechka and Tsvankin (1996) generalized Equation (15) for generally inhomogeneous anisotropic
media. They showed that this simple elliptical variation
of short spread nmo velocity is valid for generally
inhomogeneous anisotropic media, although Equation
(15) is derived using the weak anisotropy assumption.

Figure 5
The ray-paths of PP reflections from the top and bottom of a
fractured layer. Note that an extrapolated source is assumed
on the sea floor.

Line 2

Figure 6
Four-line configuration for fracture detection.

where At, = At@, x), and At2 = At@ + <pO, x). Denote the
numerator in Equation (17) as At;. Thus, for the four
line configuration in Figure 6, the cross plot of At,
versus At; shows a linear trend, indicating the direction
of 2Q. A least square analysis of the cross-plot can be
used to estimate the fracture strike as:

3.3 P-wave Interval Move-out
Assume a fractured layer with azimuthal anisotropy
overlain by a weakly anisotropic overburden (Fig. 5).
Consider two orthogonal line-azimuths at angles Q and
$ - 7c/2 to the fracture strike, respectively (lines 1 and 2,
Fig. 6). The azimuthal difference of the interval moveout for the fractured layer between these two lines also
shows a cos 2Q variation (Li, 1997):
At@, X) = E(x, E, 8) cos 2$
(16)
where E is a function related to the acquisition
geometry and the fractured layer.
Consider another pair of orthogonal lines separated
by an angle ‘pO from the fist pair (lines 3 and 4, Fig. 6),
yielding:
tan 2@ =

(At, - cos 2~, At,)/sin 2~,

/

(ltan-lj2f.AtlAtq
4

(18)

C At,2 - At’;

I

X

I

Li (1998) applied this method to real data.

4 PS POLARIZATION ANALYSIS
P-wave anisotropic effects occur only with wide
azimuthal coverage. Consequently, the effects are subtle
and often difficult to recover from the data. In contrast,

(17)

Atl
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shear-wave anisotropic effects occur at near vertical
propagation and are relatively stable and robust.
When a shear-wave enters a fracture-induced
anisotropic medium, it splits into two modes which
travel with different speeds. For near vertical
propagation, the fast shear-wave polarises parallel to
the fracture strike, and the slow wave polarises
perpendicular to the strike. Furthermore the normalised
time-delay between the fast and slow split shear-wave:
‘td =

t2 - 5
-= c44
6

- C66 1 2
- z %d = y

2c66

where R(@) is the 2D rotation matrix, and S,(t) and
S,(t) represent the amplitudes of the fast and slow
waves, respectively.

(1)

Water

trike

Claysone

(19)

is a measure of the Thomsen parameter y which is in
turn related to the fracture density (porosity) in the
medium. Thus PS wave polarization analysis provides
an effective way to determine the fracture strike and
density.
Next, I will present three processing methods for
recovering the polarization azimuth and time delay
from PS waves for different sea-floor acquisition
geometries. The first one is for a 2D geometry where
the source boat sails along the receiver cable. In this
case, an optimum method based on rotation and
correlation analysis is proposed. The second and the
third method is for a 3D geometry where the source
boat sails across (perpendicular to) the receiver cable.
In this case, deterministic methods based on azimuthal
analysis of PS waves are proposed. (Note that the
proposing use of deterministic methods does not
necessarily mean that the optimum method is less
robust or less accurate. Depending on data quality, the
objective function used by the optimum method may
have local maxima which lead to non-unique solutions).

Fractured
chalk
Chalk

Figure 7
A four-layer model showing converted shear-waves in 3C
sea-floor seismic acquisition over fractured media. A
conversion at the reflection point is assumed. Numbers (l),
(2), (3) and (4) are the interface numbers.

Assuming that the fast and slow shear-wave have
similar waveforms with only a time delay At, S,(t)
= S(t), S,(t) = S(t-At), Equation (20) can be solved
by rotation analysis based on an objective function
which measures the similarity of the two waveforms.
Rotating the radial and transverse components with an
angle a gives the rotated components R,,,, (a, t) and
Rvt (a, t) as:

(Q-;;;;) = RT<a> (;;;)

(21)

4.1 Rotation Analysis for 2D Acquisition
An objective function F(a, z) may be defined as:
Consider a 2D acquisition over horizontally
stratified media with uniform azimuthal anisotropy.
Further assume a PS raypath with the conversion point
at the reflector, and a displacement vector confined to
the horizontal plane, $ representing the polarization
azimuth of the fast shear wave (Fig. 7). The recorded
radial and transverse components can be written as:

($3 = (2:-::“,) (;;i:i)

(20)

= ww ( ;l;; 1
2

F(a, T:> = c R,Ja, 0 R,,,(a, t + 2)

Thus, the optimization process is to search for a
rotation angle a = Q and time shift ‘I; = At, which
maximizes F(a, z) (Fig. 8). MacBeth and Crampin
(1991) gave a good review of this kind of techniques.
Donati and Brown (1995) also used sirnilar techniques
for processing converted shear-waves in land
acquisitions. Note that if there is more than one
anisotropic layer, one may proceed in a layer-stripping
fashion.
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which excites the subsequent up-going converted shearwave wave. The magnitude of this effective shear-wave
source is related the raypath of the first P-wave leg and
the P-to-S conversion coefficient at the interface. Also
note that during acquisition the horizontal geophones
are actually orientated in the inline and crossline
directions of the acquisition coordinate system (x, y).
Assuming true vector fidelity for the geophones, the
radial and transverse components v, and vt under the
local coordinate system (r, t) are related to the recorded
components vx and vY as:

4.2 Azimuthal Analysis
for 3D Acquisition
Consider the off-line shooting cross-geometry as
shown in Figure 9 over horizontally stratified media
with uniform azimuthal anisotropy. For the sourcereceiver azimuth cp, the horizontal components VT and
Vt in the local coordinate system (r, t) can be written as,
for shear-waves only:

(FiF$= RT~A~ (I?) 1 (t $
t 0'
( 0 12 0
x WA)

mt(J

Figure 8
Determining the polarization azimuth based on the
similarity of the fast and slow waves.
(a) From top to bottom, rotation angles between 0
and 75”. (b) The corresponding angles between
90” and 165”. The increment is set to 15”.
Note that the two waveforms are most similar at
rotation angle a = 60”, indicating the polarization
of the fast shear-wave.

($$;) = WP) ($0;)

(23)

where to is time after PS conversion, A = $ - cp is the
angle between the fracture strike and the sourcereceiver azimuth, R is a 2D rotation matrix, h, and LT
are propagating functions for the fast and slow wave,
respectively, and PS(t) is the effective shear-wave
source due to conversion.
Note that based on Huygens’ principle, the wavefront
upon conversion can be treated as an effective source

It follows from Equation (23) that:
Vjto, A) = 0 for A = 0, or n/2
v,(to, - A> = - v,(to, A>

(24)

(25)

This implies that if the source-receiver azimuth is
parallel or perpendicular to the fracture strike, the
energy in the transverse component vanishes, and that
the wave forms show a polarity change.
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y-Geophone offset (km)
0.4

1.4

0.4

1.4

0.4

1.4

Figure 11
Mine-shooting gathers of (a) inline,
(b) crossline, (c) Sl (fast S-wave) and (d) S2
(slow S-wave) components for source offset
xs = 0, yG1 = -2 km and yG,,, = 1 km with
50 m spacing. The shear-waves in (c) and
(d) are clearly separated with similar forms
and better continuity than those in (a) and
(b). Note SS2 indicating the S-wave
reflection from interface 2, and the conversion taking place at the seabed.

2.6

(a) Mine

(b) Crossline

(d) Slow (52)

(c) Fast (3)

The polarization azimuth is determined at 30”using
the above method for Figure 10d. The fast and slow
shear-waves are clearly separated in Figures llc and
1 Id after rotating the inline gathers in Figures 11 a and
llb by 30”. Approx 20 ms of time delay can be
identified for the converted waves beneath the fractured
chalk (PS3, PS4, SS3, Figures 1 lc and 1 Id), indicating
about 10% anisotropy.
4.3 Rotation Analysis for 3D Acquisition

cable

Consider any orthogonal pairs of source-receiver
azimuths 1 and 2 in the 3D cross geometry, as shown in
Figure 12. Azimuth 1 is at angle cp from the boat
direction, and azimuth 2 at angle n/2 - cp to the boat
direction (Fig. 12). For these two azimuths, after
correcting the ray-path difference by move-out
correction, the recording components V,, and VI, for
azimuth 1 can be written as:

:
i
:
II

1
: Sailing
! direction
’’

Figure 12
Same as Figure 9, but an orthogonal pair of source-receiver
azimuths is selected for analysis.

Thus the recording components for the two
azimuths, Equations (26) and (27), can be combined as:

($; ) = R%> (“b”“’ k2;toj W$ - cp> (“b’b’)
cm

(;:::p: F$j = we) (“e’ hni,,,) (28)

and V2x and V2y for azimuth 2 as:

x NO - cp> pso,(to) ps yt )
2 0 1
i
Note that the amplitudes of the propagating functions
are usually not equal to each other, nor the effective
shear-wave sources. However, Equation (28) can still
be simplified by compensating for the difference in the
effective sources, so that the right-most matrix
representing the effective shear-wave sources in
Equation (28) may be reduced to the product of a scalar

(27)
where to is the move-out-corrected two-way time, h,
and X2 are propagating functions for the fast and slow
wave, respectively, and I’S,(t) and PS2(t) are the
effective shear-wave sources at azimuths 1 and 2,
respectively.
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with the unit matrix. Rotating the two horizontal
components by angle cp, the ratio of the effective
sources PSl(to)/P~2(to) can be estimated from the offdiagonal elements of the rotated data matrix. This ratio
can then be used as a scaling factor to compensate for
the difference between the effective sources. The
rotated and amplitude-corrected data matrix D,(to> can
be written as:

Dc(to> = RT 0) - cp>

( alcto) s2(:ll))

propagations and have proved to be effective in
determining both the fracture strike and density.
Reliable methods for recovering aspect ratio and
fracture content are yet to be developed.

w - cp> (29)

To conclude, for P-wave analysis in the presence of
azimuthal anisotropy, the azimuthal variations in PP
amplitude, normal move-out velocity, and interval
move-out show elliptical shapes, which can be used to
determine the fracture strike of the fractured media.
The use of azimuthal interval move-out for detecting
fracture strike shows some distinct features. Compared
with the velocity approach, evaluation of the interval
move-out provides more quality control and easy
means for overburden correction. A configuration of
four intersecting survey lines, forming two pairs of
orthogonal source-receiver azimuths, can be used for
determining the fracture strike. The method may be
particularly useful in marine exploration with repeated
surveys of various vintages where continuous
azimuthal coverage is often not available.

Thus, the polarization azimuth $ can be solved by
minimizing the off-diagonal elements of Dc(to>
A similar method to the above has been successfully used for processing converted waves in 3D land
acquisitions by Gaiser (1997). Here, I have reformulated the method for sea-floor recordings, and
my main purpose is for comparison with the previous
azimuthal analysis method. Compared with the
previous one, this method is subjected to two more
additional pre-processing steps: the proper correction
of the nrno move-out and the proper scaling of the
off-diagonal components to compensate for the
differences in the conversion coefficients because the
raypath differences. Thus this procedure may be best
suited for post-stack analysis, as in the land case. This
means that a full 3D coverage with a 2D array of
three-component geophones on the sea-floor is
needed.
Post-stack analysis may be necessary if the signal to
noise ratio of the pre-stack data is relatively low. To
prepare for the post-stack analysis, the full dataset may
be binned into orthogonal narrow-azimuthal data
volumes. These azimuthal data volumes may then be
processed separately to obtain orthogonal azimuthal
stacks. Equation (29) may then be applied to these
orthogonal azimuthal stacks.

For PS wave polarization analysis, a polarity
reversal and amplitude dimming will occur in the
azimuthal gathers of the transverse component. This
feature provides robust and accurate estimates of the
fracture strike using a 3D cross geometry where the
source boat sails across the receiver cable. After
separating the fast and slow waves the time delay can
be estimated from the inline shooting gathers.
Alternatively, one can also use rotation analysis for
determining the fracture strike for the 3D cross
geometry. In this case, horizontal components within
orthogonal pairs of source-receiver azimuths may be
sorted into 2 x 2 data matrices after correcting for
moveout and amplitude differences. The polarization
azimuth can then be determined by minimizing the offdiagonal elements of these data matrices.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
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